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the Classroom connundrum
BY SOPHIE WALKER

A

s COVID hit, some families did
not feel comfortable coming
back to school as the virus posed too
much of a threat. Those who did not
come back, either the whole school
year or just the first semester, opted
to take online classes through the
school.
   Kaden Cook, a fully online senior,
shared his experience taking online
classes and going to his smaller class
at Tri-County Technology Center.
   “I get up, make breakfast, I go
to Tri-County. Then when I come
home, I do my work in school for
about maybe three hours,” Cook
says. “I’m more secluded in the
classroom. I don’t have to get out and
walk around tri-county that much. It
just takes place in one classroom.”
   His reasoning for going online is
similar to that of both Maggie Parret
and Adam Dorris.
   “For one thing, I was worried about
COVID, because my family was
also worried about it,” Cook says. “I
thought I would be able to handle it
better mentally, because in a social
setting I don’t always do too well
sometimes.”
   Senior Maggie Parret decided to
come back for the second semester
after deciding that online school was
not for her.
   “I wanted to be able to have extra-

curricular activities without having to
go back and forth,” Parret says. “In
person made it easier to learn material.”
   There were some obstacles that the
students faced regarding the work
given. Parret gives her insight on what
she wished someone had told her
before starting distance learning.
   “It’s extremely difficult to learn
material online,” Parret says. “You
need to make a schedule for yourself
and keep on it.”
  English teacher Adam Dorris is
teaching online classes this year. Dorris holds mixed views on his experience thus far.
“The biggest struggle is that I am
not in the room to encourage and
redirect students, and to read their responses live to my lectures or demonstrations, and their presentations and
discussion are similarly lacking,” Dorris says. “There is just no replacement
for live-in-person dialogue. Everything takes longer and the feedback
is very limited. I do get many more
email questions from students who
might not ask in person, but many
still simply do not ask questions until
they are completely overwhelmed.”
   A common element missed about
in-person classes is the familiarity of
seeing people in the halls and the
small conversations that are held.
   “I do miss talking to some people,”

Cook says. “If you’re very introverted,
I’d say [online school] is a lot better.”
   Dorris, however, missed even the
mundane struggles of being present in
the classroom.
   “Being completely home-based, I
miss seeing everyone in the building,
the routine of running into random
friends, helping students with random things, general conversation,
seeing the light come on when they
get something,” Dorris says. “I miss
fighting with copiers, waiting in the
lunch line, bringing a room to focus,
displaying student work, and being
present for them.”
   Since Bartlesville was already
advancing technologically, it gave
some benefit to the experience with
COVID as a school.
   “We are lucky to have been a part
of the Bartlesville community. We
have benefitted from our proactive
views on technology, staged rollouts,
and attention to detail,” Dorris says,
“Because we were already preparing
for a digital future, we have been
more prepared to soften the blows
of pandemic induced advancements.
Going forward, I am excited by the
prospects of more flexibility with
blended scheduling, allowing students
more freedom and options, and
more experience with the self-regulation needed for entering the digital
world.”
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The class of 2021 seniors have
a wide away of plans, post-graduation. Williams plans to
attend the Univeristy of Kansas,
Moody at Tulsa Community
College, and Fletcher and Wing
at the University of Oklahoma.

Little moments
Tales

and anecdotes from the graduating class of

from students who responded to the question:

2021

“What

is one moment or detail from the last four years that
you will carry with you for the rest of your life?”

“

You never realize how much a
class influences you until years
later, so if my life has already changed
just from these past few months alone
with Mrs. Ward I cannot imagine
how I will feel years later. Initially, I
was nervous about taking AP Literature because after having been
through 3 years of Pre-AP and AP, I
was a bit worn out. Eventually though,
I came to my senses and realized
that if I’ve made it this far there is
no reason to quit right as I was about
to cross the finish line. In terms of
academics, I have never learned so
much so effortlessly in a class in my
entire life. I have learned proper
writing techniques, grammar rules,
how to read for a deeper meaning,
and more. I am learning how to
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speak up and think for myself and I
am finally starting to understand that
my opinion is valid, even if I am not
always in the majority. Even though
she came into my high school career
pretty late, she has been a massive
inspiration for me and one of the
keys to my success this year. It is not
often that a student can say that a high
school class has truly changed their
outlook on life and I am fortunate
that I am one of the ones who can.
I’m sure throughout college I’m going
to have many more teachers who will
influence me or show me things in a
new light, but for now at least, Mrs.
Ward is honestly one of the greatest
teachers I’ve ever had. Everyone has
a favorite teacher, but to me, no one
will top her. In my weakest moments,

I am now reminded of pieces of
literature and poetry applicable to
my situation and can honestly find
comfort in the things we’ve studied
sometimes. English literature, just
generally speaking, I believe can heal
and benefit people greatly. Hemingway, Faulkner, Twain, and so many
others all have unique and interesting
lifestyles. It’s hard for me to believe
that people can loathe reading. Even
if it’s a fun 200 page novel, what do
you have to lose? So, to answer the
question, there is no one ‘moment’
that changed my life but rather a
collection of little, meaningful and
thought-provoking moments that will
stick with me for the rest of my life.”

-Bianca Fletcher, 18

“Throughout my high
school journey, my
number one focus has
always been running. I’m
always hoping to run a
new personal best time,
or win a race, or crush a
workout. But more often
than not, I’ve been injured. Through the highs
and lows, I stay dedicated to running,
even when I think about giving it up
entirely. I believe running is a very
unique sport because as many people
say, it’s a lifestyle. Running is a very
raw way to experience life. The physical, mental, and emotional ups and
downs of running have built character
and shaped my perspective on life.”

-Max Williams, 17

“The moment my dad and grandma
decided to take my grandpa to the
hospital I knew that my life would
never be the same, and it hasn’t been.
There has not been a day that has
gone by in the last 6 months that I
have not thought about my grandpa. I
have been striving to serve his memory and to make him proud the same
way I wanted to make him proud
when he was here to experience
accomplishments with me. There has
not been a single other experience
in the last four years that has had an
impact on me like my grandfather
passing away has. I hope to continue
to make him proud by spending the
rest of my life working toward the life
that he wanted to see me live.”

-Alyssa Moody, 18

“While I’m always going
to be growing and evolving, I can remember one
specific memory that had
a lasting impact on me.
I’ve only lived in Bartlesville for 3 years now
and really it’s been even
slightly less than that. I’ve
always been somewhat
shy and reserved, so moving to a new
school system in a new state definitely
was not something I handled well.
To tell the truth, my sophomore year
wasn’t much of a success. I made
friends but generally kept to myself
and can even remember being so
nervous around new people that my
heart would race just walking from

“I realized that all I
can do is be my own
person”

class to class. My second year here,
my junior year, some of my friends
convinced me to attend the homecoming football game. I still deal with
a lot of anxiety, but on that night in
a crowd of people, I realized that all
I can do is be my own person and
can’t always be worried about others
opinions. Of course, this is easier said
than done, but that night began my
shift into learning to go outside my
comfort zone.” -Chase Wing, 17
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years in

review
A

lookback on the graduating

class’s final four school years
BY SOPHIE WALKER

T

Oklahoma teachers and students at the walkout in
spring 2018. Courtesy of OEA
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he past four years have
been, perhaps, some of
the most eventful years a single
class has ever experienced. An
election year, a global pandemic,
a historic statewide strike, the
whole shebang.
   In the current senior’s freshman year, 2018, a statewide
teacher walkout occurred. The
walkout occurred as a side effect
of what had been perceived
as low pay and overall neglect
from the state government and
then-governor Mary Fallin. After
the walkouts, teachers did in fact
see significant pay raises, rendering the walkout a success.
   This brings us to 2019. A historic flood swept across Bartlesville and much of northeastern
Oklahoma, closing school for
several days. Two years later, a
historic winter storm would close
school for two weeks and leave
many without power.
   Throughout the last four
year term, the future graduates
saw the rise of virtual learning.
Before, if school closed, there
was no instruction. Now, and
probably from here on, students
can now complete instruction
plans and learn remotely from
the comfort of their home.
   It would be a mistake to

not mention the changes that
came as a result of the global
pandemic, COVID-19. Four
years ago, wearing a mask into
school would probably raise
some eyebrows at the very least.
Now, the opposite is true. Air
travel has been restricted, social
gatherings have been limited to
six, restaurants now only use half
their space, just to name a few
changes.
   Almost the entire four years
oversaw former President Donald Trump’s historic presidency,
which proved to be polarizing
for students. In November 2020,
students across the four grades
were allowed to voice their
opinions in a school-wide mock
election, in which President
Joe Biden beat Trump by one
singular vote, mimicking the real
election where Biden narrowly
ousted Trump.
   Past classes have come and
gone, but few can say they have
witnessed the revolutionary
reforms and changes the class of
2021 has. From an unprecedented pandemic to a historic walkout to everything in between, for
better or for worse, no graduate
will be able to say they did not
live through history.
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A look into keys to
success from one of
bruin nation’s most
successful athletes

Country Women
BY CHASE WING

BY JACEE FRANKS

Nashville country singer “Cam” graciously lent her time
to the BHS News Staff for an interview. We thank her for
this opportunity.

T

he summer of 2015 saw the release of one of country music’s most known modern ballads, “Burning
House,” written and performed by singer Cam. With the
song peaking at number two on the country charts and 29
on Billboard’s Hot 100, it seemed Cam was on track to be
country music’s next darling.
   Since the release of “Burning House,” it has been over
half a decade since a song performed by a woman has had
comparable longevity, begging the question: why are women in contemporary country music not seeing the same
successes women had in the genre just a mere decade
earlier?
   Well, for starters, the genre is simply just not giving the
same opportunities and representation to women that it
once did.
   “Pretty much every space I’ve ever been in, women and
non-binary folks make up much less than half, closer to
22 percent or less, in recording studios, touring, songwriters, artists, label staff, and radio play.” Cam told a BHS
News Staffer.
   When an industry does not reflect the reality of the
diversity within the country it is bound to become oppressive towards those minorities.
The simple truth of the fact is that country
radio does not give the same opportunities
to female artists as it does to the men within
the genre, look no further than the current
radio airplay charts-- there may be 20 female
artists on the entire 100-song list.
   “People seem to view women as less credi-
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Future
College
Athletes
M

ble, less worthy of controlling the art, less able to accomplish things,” Cam said. “There’s always a man nearby to
‘vouch’ for her or help earn people’s trust.”
   It’s not like equality in the genre is impossible; some of
the most influential artists in the entire genre are women
from the 1980s and 1990s. It is as a direct result of the
lack of diversity in leadership positions that women have
been seeing a direct decrease in airplay over the past two
decades. When women are not allowed to take a place at
the negotiating table they are destined to be underrepresented.
   Men not only in country, but in the music industry
everywhere, are not held to nearly as high of a standard
as their female counterparts. They aren’t expected to sing
as well, they aren’t expected to work as hard, and most
importantly, they aren’t expected to be as flawless.
   “[I was] told by a label president I need to dress to look
more like a ‘star’ - that’s an hour to three hours of my
time getting ready before every appearance, and so much
money put into glam and wardrobe that my male counterparts don’t have to,” she said.
   The only way to solve the issue of inequality in country is to educate ourselves on where
this deep-rooted imbalance comes from. Putting a Bandaid over the wound and pretending it does not exist may work for now, but it
will never be truly resolved until the issue of
men refusing to give women equal opportunity is addressed head on.

any years ago, sports legends
like Tiger Woods, Michael
Jordan, Tom Brady, Kobe Bryant,
and many, many more were in high
school. For most of these athletes,
college was the next step in their
athletic career. This is the goal of current many high school athletes: to be
cemented in an established university’s athletic history forever. For Jillian
Skalicky, this dream is about to come
to fruition.
With the blood rushing through her
veins, in a tense moment for her and
members of her family, Skalicky committed to Rogers State University in
Claremore on an athletic scholarship
for track at a signing event surrounded
by her friends and family over Pitt
State University in Pittsburg, Kansas.
A big factor in the choice was location and cost, she said. Claremore is
closer to home than Pittsburg, and for
Skalicky, this is a major factor. This is
not to mention the price difference.
Rogers gave Skalicky more money in
scholarships than Pitt State did, showing their desire to have her athletic
and intellectual talent on their team.
She has yet to choose a major, but is
excited to continue her track journey
and compete at the collegiate level.
“In order to have this opportunity,

“In order to have this
opportunity, I had to
put in a lot of time.”
I had to put in a lot of time. During
this summer and during this school
year I would run most weeks twice a
day,” she says. “My coaches, team,
and family supported me throughout
the good seasons and the bad seasons
throughout the past seven years. I
wouldn’t be where I am today without
that support.”
Aspiring athletes should take heed
to this advice. Not only is it extremely
important to have a strong support
system, but it takes practice and hard
work. As cliché as it sounds, Skalicky
proves that hard work truly does wonders to achieving goals.
As the underclassmen move up and
become upperclassmen, it is important that they begin to create goals
for themselves and plans to achieve
them. For those like Skalicky, the art
of planning led directly to the accomplishment of one of her biggest goals.

Sports

Rewind
BY JACEE FRANKS
Through the four years the seniors
have spent in high school, Bartlesville
teams have had plenty successful
seasons and notable things happen to
them. Many coaches have come and
gone as have players, but through all
times Bruin athletes have remained
a united front, and though they have
not always been victorious, they have
made lasting friendships and memories.
Perhaps the most notable change in
management was the introduction of
Coach Jason Sport, the current head
football coach. Sport took over in the
fall of 2017 for former coach, Lee
Blankenship. Since Sport took over,
the football team has been improving
year by year, winning two homecoming games since he took over, a feat
not often achieved in recent years.
Another new addition to the (metaphorical) league of coaches, is Coach
Anthony Tucker. Tucker has led
the Bruin soccer teams to numerous
and large victories and into the late
stages of many tournaments. Tucker
was hired in the fall of 2019 and has
since become a government teacher.
Before deciding to stay in Bartlesville
fulltime as a coach, Tucker graduated here himself over a decade ago.
Since then he has lived in Colorado,
travelled the world, and even ran for
public office, before finally deciding
to become a coach at his own high
school.
For the volleyball team, a few major
changes have taken place. Coach
Jennier Ward took over from Coach
Tom Williams in 2018. Several of
the senior players will be leaving and
going on to college.
An eventful four years have taken
place for the seniors. Years down the
line, perhaps they will look back with
fondness.
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Senior

Migration
A larger school.
Worlds of adventure
and uncertainty on the
horizon.
work

How has their
paid off? And how

will they fare in school?

BY CHASE WING

S

ince she began her high school career four years
ago, she has been booked from day to night, 365
days a year. She always knew she had aspirations
outside of life in Bartlesville. Facing the daunting
task of making this dream become reality, “I worked
to keep a 4.0 [GPA] and took as many AP courses
as I could,” says Tatiana Flores, the president of the
Spanish club and concert mawster of her symphonic
orchestra.
The options many Bruins are considering include:
leaving the state and starting a new adventure outside
of Oklahoma (the option Flores decided to go with);
staying in state and pursuing a life within Oklahoma;
attending college; going to technical school; enlisting
in the military; beginning their adult lives by immediately entering the workforce. The options for Senior
Bruins are vast and confusing, but many future 2021
graduates have begun to plan and begin their lives
after high school.
“I am pretty nervous about moving at least six
hours away from home, mostly because my family
and I are close and it is hard to live far from close
friends,” Flores says. “I think, though, that this will be
a great opportunity to learn more about myself.”
College is not only about the learning element,
it’s about the growth and changes most students are
bound to experience. Of course, it is important to
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-learn as much as possible and enlighten oneself with
studies, but it is nearly, if not as important that students
give themselves time to rest and recover from a weeksworth of school. Even with her busy schedule at the high
school, Flores has put time aside for herself.
“My time at school has been consistently booked, but I
don’t let that take away time with my friends. I always try
to prioritize some time for daily interactions with both my
friends and family,” she says.
Whether from Bartlesville natively, or another state, or
perhaps even out of the country, Bruins have been meticulously planning the rest of their lives. Senior Pranavi
Yeruva, who has yet to decide between the University of
Oklahoma and Baylor University in Baylor, Texas, has
been planning this moment from the day she set foot
in the high school. “I plan on majoring in biochemistry
and being on the pre-med track with my end goal being
medical school,” Yeruva says . “I get
to combine my love for biological
sciences and academically challenged
in turn for making a real difference
in people’s lives at the most intrinsic
level.”
Just as Yeruva has, many students
have developed a love for science and
medicine. Out of Bartlesville High
School students who plan to attend
university, 30% alone. plan to pursue
biology or biomedical sciences. This
is not to mention other science fields,
of which 11% plan to pursue psychology, 14% with health professions.
Though initially jarring, these
numbers are unsurprising. Nationally,
biology and medicine sciences have
taken the country’s academic sector by storm. In Oklahoma’s largest university, the University of Oklahoma,
roughly 18% of the student body as of 2019 has declared
their major in biology, medicine, chemistry, psychology,
or a related, scientific field. In the nation’s largest public
university, the University of Central Florida, which boasts
a whopping 66,000 person student body, the amount of
students pursuing science degrees is even more stark. At
roughly 22%, nearly a quarter
of the university’s population
intends to graduate in a field of
science.
Maha Achour, who also
plans to enter into the biomedical field, has wanted to pursue
science all her life and says that
for her it is not a mere trend.

“Ever since I was a child, I
was constantly noticing how
my mom would unintentionally start implementing all of her
past studies into our daily lives,
ranging from the use of chemicals in common products
to the importance of healthy
nutrition,” she says. “I felt as
if I was some sort of byproduct from all the research and
studying she had done in the biomedical field. Because of
that, I was able to see the huge impact science had on our
lives. I feel like through it, I’ll be able to make my mark
on the world, even if it’s on the microscopic scale.”
For those who want to enter a medical field, biological
sciences are a great option. Biology allows students to
learn more about the intrinsics of the world around them.
“I love the natural world and learning about the intricate nature of each
organism,” says Kathrye McIntyre, a
future biology student. “When we see
a bird, for example, we only see the
external creature, but when we study
the animal, we discover its amazing
body.”
One student, Ambry Fisher, who
plans to study Biomedical Engineering, has committed to the University
of Arkansas. She, along with other
women who pursue STEM majors,
has expressed anxiety over entering a
field that is still male-dominated.
“When I did a pre-engineering class
at Tri County Tech, I was the only
girl in one of my classes and literally
got told, ‘You’re just a girl,’ when talking about an assignment,” Fisher says. “I’m worried about being looked over,
I think the only way to change the stigma is to do what
you love regardless of stereotypes.”
In spite of the battle against the stigma of engineering
being a male dominated field, Fisher remains optimistic
and determined to succeed. “When I hurt my hip freshman year, I found out I had Ehlers-Danlos syndrome,
[which] makes joints loose,” she says. “The only thing that
can help is gene therapy. After researching it, I learned
about biomedical engineering. Through this, I would love
to be able to help others like myself.”
In spite of the clear challenge of the Covid-19 pandemic, many students have worked hard to keep their grades
in tip-top shape in order to get into the college of their
dreams. Applying for colleges is not easy for anyone,
and many students, each year, go above and beyond with

Dartmouth College’s infamous clock tower.
Courtesy of @dartmouthcollege on Instagram

many students, each year, go above and beyond with their
applications to impress admissions officers with their skills
and achievements they’ve garnered over the years.
“I wrote a total of 38 essays over the course of two
months, and not just me slapping together some sentences, I mean some of the best work I’ve ever produced,”
Eli Winter says. “Every day from mid-May before I even
finished my Junior year, until literally five minutes before
I opened my acceptance letter, I was writing some sort of
essay or critiquing one that I had written previously.”
Winter was admitted into Dartmouth College, an Ivy
League institution. This fall he will travel to New Hampshire and begin his studies.
In the years leading up to graduation, Seniors throughout the school have faced similar quandaries. With rising
costs of college and cost of living, most Bruins have found
it difficult to commit to going to an out of state college.
Mikayla Yucra, who recently committed to going to the
University
of Oklahoma, expresses that she
would’ve liked to go out of state,
but could not bring herself to
go through with it. “I just can’t
leave my friends behind,” she
says. “I don’t know if I’m ready

to move 10 hours away just yet.”
College marks an important major life change in most
people’s lives. For the first time, most freshmen college
students have moved out away from their parents and find
themselves alone with no parental guidance.
These were the thoughts echoed by Yucra, but felt by
many others. “It’ll be hard in the first two weeks, but
I think I’ll be fine after that. I still don’t know how to
change a tire and if an emergency were to happen it would
take a while for [my parents] to get to me,” says Yucra.
Some students are rethinking going to an established
college altogether, opting for another option- some
students are going into the military, others are going to
technical school, and some have decided to go into the
work force immediately.
Attending a university can be very expensive, in or out
of state, so for many students it is not an option. Entering
the military, however, has many advantages and benefits
that students may take advantage of.
Whichever paths the class of 2021 graduates choose to
go down, they are bound to live long and meaningful lives.
The past four years have been spent trying to prepare
them for the journey ahead and it is now time for them to
go out and discover where life will lead them.
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